Everyone has that one difficult hard-to-shop for person, that person
that's in need of...nothing. Although these have it alls might be
pleased with yet another massage or a shiny new ring, sometimes us
gift givers want to up the ante, whether it be for Christmas or just a
simple show of appreciation.
Go Get It Events and Proposals, the newest craze to hit Los Angeles,
is the perfect recipe for such a dilemma. Specializing in elaborate
romantic adventures and extreme scavenger hunts, Go Get It
transforms the school day scavenger hunts of childhood into
elaborate, mysterious and glamorous adventures.
Planting clues on CD's around the city, the Go Get It directors whisk
the surprised adventure recipient away from their daily lives and lead
them on a meticulously planned and themed "hunt" for the ultimate
prize. Whether it is a partner on bended knee ready to propose or a
group of friends waiting to celebrate a birthday, each hunt is
customized for the particular client and their unique situation.
Rather than formulaic hunts, every escapade is unique and tailored to
meet each occasion. An "engagement hunt" might include CD clues
set to romantic music, a luxury town car for transportation, stops at
the beauty salon, a massage and a new dress waiting in a deluxe
hotel room. Anniversaries, birthdays, breaking big news and what Go
Get It appropriately terms as "Doghouse Checkout," are just a few of
the infinite number of occasions that call for a gift that goes above
and beyond.
It's a gift that powerful enough to propose, seduce apologize or
celebrate a special occasion with. With raving feedback from previous
clients, Go Get It guarantees to please and pleasantly overwhelm any
recipient, no mater how difficult a task it might be. Brentwood
couldn't recommend a better gift, no matter who or what it's for. For
more information call (323) 633-2049 or email click here.
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